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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
The nip server 192.168.0.3 command has been configured on
router 1 to make it an NTP client of router 2.
Which command must be configured on router 2 so that it
operates in server-only mode and relies only on its internal
clock?
A. Router2(config)#ntp passive
B. Router2(config)#ntp server 192.168.0.2
C. Router2(config)#ntp server 172.17.0.1
D. Router2(config)#ntp master 4
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have implemented a Sourcefire IPS and configured it to
block certain addresses utilizing Security Intelligence IP
Address Reputation. A user calls and is not able to access a
certain IP address. What action can you take to allow the user
access to the IP address?
A. Create a whitelist and add the appropriate IP address to
allow the traffic.
B. Create a custom blacklist to allow the traffic.
C. Create a network based access control rule to allow the
traffic.
D. Create a rule to bypass inspection to allow the traffic.
E. Create a user based access control rule to allow the
traffic.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
When a blacklist is too broad in scope, or incorrectly blocks
traffic that you want to allow (for example, to vital
resources), you can override a blacklist with a custom
whitelist.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/firesight/541/use
r-guide/FireSIGHT-SystemUserGuide-v5401/AC-Secint-Blacklisting.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario:
You are the senior network security administrator for your
organization. Recently and junior engineer
configured a site-to-site IPsec VPN connection between your
headquarters Cisco ASA and a remote
branch office.
You are now tasked with verifying the IKEvl IPsec installation
to ensure it was properly configured
according to designated parameters. Using the CLI on both the
Cisco ASA and branch ISR. verify the
IPsec configuration is properly configured between the two
sites.
NOTE: the show running-config command cannot be used for the
this exercise.
Topology:

Which crypto map tag is being used on the Cisco ASA?
A. VPN-to-ASA
B. L2L_Tunnel
C. outside_map1
D. outside_cryptomap
Answer: C

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
This is seen from the "show crypto ipsec sa" command on the
ASA.
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